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This is the case with the burgs erected by Henry the Fowler
in Saxony, the castles built by William the Conqueror to
maintain his hold over England, by Henry IV to protect the
royal domain in Saxony, by the first Hohenstaufen dukes to
establish their authority in Suabia, and by French and Eng-
lish alike in the territory disputed between them in Northern
France. The character of warfare was directly affected
thereby. Pitched battles were, on the whole, of rare occur-
rence. A campaign consisted mainly of a series of sieges and
counter-sieges, so that the chief efforts had to be directed on
the one hand to perfecting the defences of the castles, on the
other hand to improving the devices for attack and creating
still more formidable machines for destruction. In both
respects Richard I of England was pre-eminent among his
contemporaries, and his great fortress of Chateau-Gaillard
marks the acme of achievement in castle building in the
twelfth century.
In other respects there was no development of military Lack of
science.   A battle, like a tournament, was a direct encounter m|litary
of heavily-armoured knights, and was a matter of personalS
skill and prowess.   There was rarely any suggestion of tactics,
still less of strategy.   To conceal one's dispositions from the
enemy was unusual; it was much more customary to adver-
tise directly one's intention to attack.   When a distant cam-
paign was adventured—and this is particularly true of the
Crusades—lack of information about the country and of fore-
thought in the matter of supplies, insufficient use of scouts
to explore the enemy's dispositions (which had proved fatal
to Otto II against the Moslems in South Italy), and a general
ignorance of the methods employed by the enemy were all
causes of disaster.   Against the light cavalry of the Moslems
the use of infantry was developed, and a great soldier like
Richard I was alive to its tactical importance.   But this
had no result on warfare in Europe, where foot soldiers, often
present in large numbers, were mainly used for attacking
castles, and in a direct encounter were hopelessly at the
mercy of the opposing knights.   They were the chief victims
of a battle, since knights, helpless when unhorsed, were not
usually butchered; they were more valuable as prisoners, for
the sake of their ransom.   North Italy provides an exception
in this as in other ways.   The battle of Legnano was won

